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Editorial. 
Programs come to this office every day (and sometimes cata-
logs), from which we can get no clue whatever as .. to the state 
'in which the institutions are situated. "Third (or thirtieth) An-
nual Commencement of the Washington High School"-proba-
bly "at the 6pera house." Of course we know where Washington . 
js--several of them,-and "the opera house" -that's on Main 
street, opposite the postoffice. 
There is a remarkable display of spleen in tl~e June numb~r 
of _Out Schools, a kind of educational journal published in Law-
rence,. Kansas. The editor occupies all his editorial space in a . 
pretended criticism of Appletons' Readers, particularly the First 
and the Fifth. He has evidently had his toes stepped on-prob-
.ably by Appletons' ~ent in declining to give him an advertise-
JDeDt-though from the numerous insulting flings at the chief edi· . 
tor of the series, we might think he had been in some way unap-
-,d~cialted by one whom he is evidently incapable of appreciating . . 
, ' 
The very things which chiefly commend the Fifth Reader to those 
teachers in high schools and academies where the true science of 
reading is understood and its art applied, this ignorant critic pre-
·sumes to sneer at. It is difficult to find anywhere a review so 
shallow, so painfully destitute of either sense or reason, and yet 
so pretentious as this. Nothing but ignorance can be its excuse. 
A system of therapeutics has been founded on the mistransla-
tion of the saw Similia similibus curantur. Proverbs have done 
untold mischief, by shaping conduct according to a pithy saying 
which is as likely to be false as true, and the world of pedagogy 
has been going astray for years through carrying out an empirical 
theory suggested by a mistake as to the derivation of the WOf.q. . 
education. The notion has prevailed that it comes from educo, 
I lead out. Hence the quacks of the profession must needs draw 
out, whether there is anything to draw ~pon or not"pumping 
when the well is dry, and making checks ' on banks where there 
are no deposits. The word comes from edUc,are, a verb of the 
first conjugation, which means to rear, to train, to nurture, to 
bring up. The educator in Roman families had charge of the 
children before they were ha,nded over to the pfZdagogus to be led ' 
to the assembly rooms of the the higher masters and lecturers. 
The way to teach is not to pour in exclusively, nor to draw out 
exclusively, but to do some of both, and a great deal that neither 
expression is capable of implying. The way to teach is, in fact-
to track 
An important and sigmficant- step has been taken by the Re-
gents of the University of Michigan, in the establishment of a 
new chair in the department of Science, Literature, and the Arts, , 
in which shall be taught the Science and Art of Teaching. TIie 
first incumbent of this new chair is Prof. Williaqt H. Payne, . 
who has for about ten years .past held the position of Superin-
tendent of Public Scho'ols in Adrian, Michigan. We know of no 
other institution of like grade and character in this country where 
the claims of ped~gogics are thus recognized, although the feas- -
ibility of such a step has been discussed by the faculties of sev-
eral of the state universities of the West. This step does more 
to' dignify and honor the work of the teacher, and to secure for it 
merited recognition as a profession, than the establishment of a 
dozen so·called normal schools. The professional teachers every-
where may congratulat~ themselves, and take courage. The 
science of pedagogics is to be taught thoroughly and systematic-
ally in the leading university of the West. The normal schools 
may also take courage, for their work t4us r>!ceives a distinct and 
distinguished mark of recognition. Teaching is a profession, 
and the great University of Michigan 50- recognizes it. This 
one act of the Regents will materially increase the numbers in 
attendance at the University, for now a student may at the same 
time procure a liberal e!iucation, and, without going to a normal 
school, he may be in-troucted in the principles and practice of 
teaching. Just how far this instruction will extend has not been 
announced, but we know the man who has been chosen to fill 
this honored position, and although only one man, he is equal 
to a whole normal school faculty (and perhaps two or three sueh 
as we might name) in his appreciation and practical exposition 
of the philoso'p!J.y of education. 
r 
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_DEATH OF AN EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHER. 
"rHE death of Professor Karl Federick Rosenkranz, at Koeings-
berg, Germany, in May last, is an event of no ordinary 
nterest in pedagogy. Although the author of thirty different 
publications, some of them really great works in point of vol-
ume as well as ability and utility, he is probably best kno\Vn to th~ 
profession in the Fatherland, as he certainly is in this country, 
by his work on Pedagogics or the Philosophy of Educ;ltion, 
which is. known to us through the elegant translation of Miss 
Ann~ C. Brackett, and is, perhaps, for the better class of Ameri-
can students of their profession, the best book accessible to them. 
Herr Rosenkranz was a native of Magdeburg, born in 1804. 
As a student of precocious powers, he became famous at Berlin 
Heidelberg, and Halle. At the latter university he was mad; 
Assistant Professor at the early age of twenty-six, and only two 
years afterward he achieved the distinction of full ' Professor of 
Philosophy, at Koenigsberg. This position he held for nearly 
half a century, to the day of his death. For a time, however 
the position was simply honorary, while he was serving the Gov: 
ernment as a Councillor of State. His service in this chair was 
peculiarly eminent and useful, especially in Fhe application of his 
.philosophical beliefs to theology, history, poetry, general litera-
ture, education,.and, in short, ' all that belongs to the ordinary 
.' cc;mduct or illustration of human life. His more' famous text-
books.a~~ the "His,tory of German·Poetry in the Middle Ages," 
and hiS Introduction to the History of German Literature," 
He has also a work ~n ''L9gic,'' which has met with marked ap-
~roval. .We ho~e hiS lame~ted ?eath will freshly call the atten-
tion ?f clsatlantlc students to hiS book on Pedagogics, and se~ 
cure Its more general reading, 
LOOSE LOGIC. 
'[HE following is a disingenuo~s method of apportioning the 
school expenses of a large city: The salaries of teachers 
. ~mount to $500,000. There are 200 school days of five hours 
each; hence each hour. of school costs $500. Now, if music and 
drawing occupy say bne-fifteenth of the school day, the cost of 
those studies. to th~ ci.ty is $33}1 ~r hour, or $33,333J-i per an-
' num, By dlscontmumg those studies so much will be saved the 
t;tx;payers, or with the same expenditure, there will be added to 
the school-life of such children as go no farther than the Fourth 
Grade, ,,:hich' tbey now complete in about five years Crom the time 
of entering school, n.ot less than a hundred days, or a full half 
year. 
The fallacy in the above consists in assuming that time and 
money .are i~terconvertible; ' that a child's progress is merely 
\ .Jl)echamcal, like the movement of a train; that mental growth 
can be staked off literally and divided arbitrarilY::like a tape-line ; 
thllt attention subtracted from music and drawing can be added 
to the three R's, as if it were a material commodity; that, in 
short, education is the creature of mechanical laws, an inert sub-
stance like flour or sausage meat. 
' The'fact is 'that the element of time in education is but the ex-
ponen.t o~ a living power! ·the index oC ' a quantity, but not the 
quantity Itself. We give our First Grade pupils three hours aday 
of school. but they do not apply their minds, and they cannot 
and should not. apply them, more than twenty minutes a day. 
w: ould we practice eronomy or add to their school or natural life 
by doubling the hours of session or inSisting on a more con-
straineri and monotonous system .of mental effort? U music is 
expensive, so is Calisthenics. Shall we discontinue physical ex-
er~i~es and turn the attention of children exclusively to reading, 
wrltmg, and numbers, that a great saving may be made, and a 
large number of days added to the child's school life? Disci-
pline takes time. Holding the children Tn position to hear the 
clock tick, permitting them to go out when necessary, allowing 
them to stay away from school on Saturdays, and Sundays, and 
during the weeks of vacation, giving them an intermission at noon 
for dinner, and allowing them to sleep at night-all these take 
time and should be charged to the expense account of the schools 
,,:ith as much propriety as singing, drawing, or devotional exer-
CISes. 
Given a certain degree of talent in the pupil, a certain degree 
of skill in the teacher, a' certain period of t.ime, as factors, and 
the product is a fixed quantity. Children can do about so much 
and no more in a certain study during a given time, and the true 
philosophy and true economy is not to dose them beyond this 
capacity, not to cloy or surfeit them with anyone branch, but to 
treat them to such variety as shall be agreeable and sufficient. 
With a German nurse, a French tutor, and English speaking 
parents, a child will make equal progress in the three languages ; 
but by cutting off the French and German it does not follow that 
he, will make any more rapid progress in Engiish. On the con-
trary, there is a fixed degree of receptivity in the mind, a point of 
mental saturation, at each stage of the child's intellectual growth, 
which cannot be exceeded in anyone study, but which may be 
enlarged and heightened by a variety of studies and methods of 
symmetrical development. 
This principle js recognized, in mechanical pursuits; the car-
penter rests from sawing by taking up the plane, and, as everybody 
knows, the tailorrests by standing. The principle is immeasura-
bly more applicable to modes of mental action. The mind has 
capacity for a certain degree of proficiency in the several branches' 
at a certain age, and there is no such thing as swapping a certain 
degree of excellence in one for preternatural pre'cocity in the 
other. As to singing, it is indispensable in the primary school. 
If not taught by note it must be taught by rote, and the latter is 
as much more expensive and cumbersome as the Chinese alphabet 
is laborious compared with the English. Note·singing gives the 
alphabet of music; and those who inveigh against it, to be con-
sistent, should propose to dispense with characters to represent 
elementary sounds and advocate going back to runes and hiero-
glyphics. 
What music does for the ear, voice, and soul, drawing does for 
the hand, eye, and taste, It is the "good eye" and cunning hand 
that raises the mechanic to the position of foreman and the fore-
man to that of master. It is' as hypocritical, as ignorant, and as 
fallacious, to introduce'the argument of time against these branches 
as it would be to claim that a man who earns $2,000 a year by 
working five hours a day will earn $4,000 by working ten, and 
$8,000 by working twenty. The intellect cannot be measured 
in. yards, or in bu~hels, or weighed in pounds; nor can it be ap- -
phed after the fashIOn of a porous plaster. Those who insist upon 
a literal, material, mechanical correspondence between time and 
cost, or cost and value in education, are either fools or rogues, or 
both. 
- Taintor Brothers, Merrill & Co. have also issued a complete guide to the 
city or New York, witb a new street directory. It is i11ustrated with a map 
and numerous wood cuts. Price liS cents. A companion volume to this i5 
their guide to Nortbern New England and Canadian Resort<, This is de. 
Ilped especially ror tourists and travelers, and will be found a very handy 
volume for the satchel. Address the publisbers at 758 Broadway, New York. 
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THE JULY MAGAZINES. 
ARTICLES FOR TEACHERS TO READ. 
The Atlantic Monthly. 
whom Shakespeare Wrote. II. By Charles 
Lippincott's Macazine. 
English Views of Franklin. By Thomas Hughes. 
The International Review. 
Russian Universities. By C. K. Adams. 
George Elliot. By Francis Maguire, Jr. 
George Sand:· Her Life and Writings. By Leopold Katscher. 
Scribner's Monthlv. 
Summer Entomology. 
The Delusions of Clairvoyance. By Dr. George M. Beard. 
The Metric Reform. By Frederic Brooks. 
. The Flooding of the Sahara. By John T . Short. 
Edison's Inventions. 
College Instruction. By the Editor. 
A Woman's Thoughts on the Education of Women. Bya 
North American Review. 
Our success at Paris in 1878. By Richard C. Me Cormick. 
. The Public Schools of England. Part II. By Thomas 
The Psychology of Spiritism. 
The Educ'ation of Freedmen. 
By George M. Beard .  
Part II. By Harriet Beecher 
Stowe. 
Popular Science Monthly. 
Wasted Forces. By William H . Wahl, Ph. D. 
The Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel. By Professor 
J. S. Newberry: 
Jolin S.tuart Mill. II. By Professor Alexander Bain, LL. D. 
A Question of Eating. By William Browning, Ph. B. 
The Condition of Women from a Zoological Point of View. 
U .. By Professor W. K. Brooks. 
Food and Feeding. . I. By Sir Henry Thompson. 
SPELLING REFORM. 
By DAVID KIRK, Minnesota. 
r :Lord Bl'ougham, or whoever it was that spoke of Daniel Webster as the fellow that bad nearly ruined the English 
J.aDgwlge by his new dictionary, could have lived to see the spell-
109 reform literature presented by Melvil Dewey in No. II6 of 
WEEKLY, he would have modified his harsh opinion of "Dan-
Noah Webster, in his efforts to reform English orthogra-
was. successful in a very limited degree. Such words as favor, 
etc., were simplified by dropping the u. Final k wa/; 
ifdlOi)pe:a frOIl! public, music, etc. Superfluou:; letteis were omi't-
other words, and .since his day the tendency to eliminat~ 
~~.ess letters has caused some chang es. 
modern spelling' reformers are not satisfied With . these . slow 
i&lIUUIK"", and .they clamor for a new alphabet which 'shall contaili 
~;ClfllU'IIlCtl~r fqr every elementary sound, though no 'two of them 
_''''~l~''''' as to the humber or-such sound~, or as to wMther th~ 
CDilLriU;L'Cl~ shall be taken from tea chests and old monuments, 
inverting and combining the le~ters of the pr«¥i61l t 
Mr. EI~is in his' I' Glossic,ll ?,S~~ n,o ~~~ 1~tters1. ·~~t 
a system Qf dl~rav4st ' 
Then there are the Anglo-American, ' and "Vi:ribk sffeec}z!' 
metHods, and the plans of Parkhurst, Pitman, Lindsey, ,md 
others, including such well-known reformers as Smith, J'Jnes, 
Brown, Tompkins, and Count Sneezemynoseoff. One wants 
forty-three letters in the alphabet; another would be satisfied 
w,th thirty-eight. One wants tbe silent letters printed in skele-
ton type; another will allow no silent letters, but advocates 
something less than one hundred kinds of new type. There 'is 
no unanimity of design among teachers of phonetics, and in the 
nature of things there can be no harmony of opinion. Of course, 
orthographers of the reform school are agreed as to the necessity , 
of making the alphabet phonetic, rather thart ideographic, but they 
are hot united as to the number of the' oral elements, or the kind . 
of symbols to represent these elements. Each reformer has his 
own system of masoretic points, and the "systems" are as nu-
merous as the different kinds of pumps and churns. 
There are grave difficulfles in the way of establishing a new 
alphabet. One of these is the necessity of a corresponding new 
script form. Here is a chance for sotne future Spencer to win 
lasting fame: Admitting the practicability of overcoming such 
mechanical obstacles, there will remain the provincialisms au-d 
individual eccentricities in pronun ·~iation. If, however, ,the rc;-
formers are correct in their statement of the great advantages of 
a phonetic alphabet, we must at least attempt to overcome all 
the difficulties in the way of a new alphabet. It is claimed that 
the objects of reform are, to enable foreigners and children to 
learn to read and write the language easily; to secure condensa-
tion in printing; and to establish a correct pronunciation every-
where. 
'As most foreigners who come to this country are famil~ar with 
an alphabet identical with our own, or very similar to it, it is dif-
ficult to s'~e how an alphabet containing, many .new and strange 
characters can be of value to them in L'arning our laO'guag~. 
The claim that children save time b}l .phonetic devices that re-
quire a new alphabet is mere assumption. 
The .waste of time, in teaching children to read andr spell, so 
much deplored, is a direct result ·of the emploYmenf of children 
-as instrlictors. I will venture to assert that 'three-fourths of ' the 
teachers in our common schools are totally unfit to give cor-
rect instruction in the English language. Fifty years ago, before 
time-saving devices, so-called, had been tried in educating, the 
young, it was not uncommon for bpys of fifteen and siixteen years 
of age to graduate from college. No",', graduates :ire on 'an ave~age 
five years older. Fifty years ago, college graduates of mature 
years were often found as teachers in the common' schools. Now 
mere children,' undergradua'tes of poor common schoo1s, are 
selected as teachers. Of course, under such vea!ly. iristruetibn as 
they can give, children lose time in'learningrspelling, and .every 
other , subject. The condensation' 'in printing, claimcll 1>y the 
reformers, is offset by the extra trouble in usi,ng fift)' kinds of 
new type. ' . 
The claim that uniformity of pronunciation wiU be o1>tairied 
'by the "reform" is absurd. There neverwiH be:such 1unif6rn1ity 
except among scholars. The written wordi' Wllietherit reprresen~ 
the spoken forni' or not, is ete.rnal, (provided "reformers.... let it 
alone), but· the spoken form is ch'angea:1>le. The word ,Cicero · 
'cpnveys always the same idea, but whether it was once pro'-
nounced kick~a-ro, Cor sis-e-ro, or she-sha-ro, nobody can tell. 
It is said 'th~t the "reform" win' l~ssen ' tne time n'ow devote<l 
to tne' sttltly of wo'fds 9,l\d~ t~~;'ebyl !iive rd&r~1 time to 'the-stUdy' 
'of th«: HQlogies\ '~ f\A~~tt~n~ till .; ~~ ~~tti~h .'s. ~e! ~wan~ 
; I 
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none of it:·· Too little time is given now to the study of words, 
and too much to subjects that are of no earthly utility. The 
prevalence of poor spelling, which all must admit suggests the 
necessity of reform in spelling, but not a la professors March 
and Whitney. Instead of giving several hours to arithmetic and 
a few minutes to spelling, let teachers devote less time to arith-
metic and geography, and more time to spelling, and written 
spelling at that. Instead of employing teachers who know noth-
ing about the derivation of words, and who can define but one 
word in ten, and that in vague language including the very term 
sought, let teachers be hired who have a good knowledge of the 
language. If such teachers can not be found, let schools be or-
ganized for making them. With competent teachers all intelli-
gent children can learn to spell. Let there be reform in these di-
rections. 
DIRECT METHODS FOR CORRECT COLLOQUIAL 
STYLE. 
Suggested by SUPT. A. J. HILL, of Cass county; Illinois. 
hAN ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." ' If then 
it were practicable to teach children the use of a correct 
colloquial style, even years before they are to begin seriously, or 
at all, the study of grammar, would not this be a desirable step? 
It should not be, nor is it, impracticable. The vocabulary of 
the little ones is not very extensive. Their ideas are not very 
complex, nor are their trains of reasoning so protracted or com-
plicated as to require either very numerous or elaborate forms of 
expression. The truth is that the conversational style of the 
more mature child (if one may so designate the adult) as well as 
that of the juvenile, when closely considered will be found to 
consist in a great degree of certain stereotyped forms 'or modes 
of expression which, if all were but correct and were correctly 
used, would leave little room for amendment. 
These forms of expression may consist of a single word, a 
phrase, or a sentence. 
Of a single word, as when, in answl'r to the question, "Have 
. you seen him?" the person interrogated answers, "No," this an-
swer is taken as being fully equivalent to the expression, "I have 
not seen him." 
Of a phrase, as when, in response to a proposal made to you, 
you answer, " .MI right," I understand you to mean precisely the 
same as if you were to say "I acqliie:;ce heartily in the proposed 
arrangement. " 
Of a sentence, as when it becomes desirable to state that the 
person who performed an action was some one who had been 
mentioned before, the fact is expressed by saying, "It was he. " 
In colloquial style this last form of expression, or a similar one, 
is of frequent occurrence in other languages as well as our own ; 
witness the frequent use of the French c' est lui, and the German 
"istl!S. In our own language it is, unfortunately, very often 
deformed by the substitution of the objective form of the pro-
noun in the predicate instead of the nominative form, which is 
the one that should be used. 
The frequency with which such expressions are used makes it 
the more important that they be used couectlv. There are two 
reasons, and two only, why cHildren fall into -the use of the in-
correct fonn. 
I. Because their vocabulary being but limited, they quite 
naturally endeavor to make a single form of the declinable word 
subserve the uses of all of the three; forms: as when, for instance, 
a child says "Me will have an apple." 
2. Because they hear the incorrect expression used so gener-
ally, that they adopt it as a matter of course; and so confirmed 
in its use do they become, by habit, that the effort of many years 
in subsequent life scarcely suffices to free them from it . 
Experience and observation show that incorrect habits of ex~ 
pression, acquired in childhood·, are very difficult to eradicate 
from colloquial style. Hence the importance of imparting to the 
child the pure correct style at the commencement. To this end, 
the following method is suggested: Cause every child to learn, 
as he might some stanzas of a poem, the following 
UNIPERSONAL CONJUGATION 
of the verb Be, accompanied throughout with pronouns in the 
predicate nominative. Thus: 
Present Tmse. 
It is I. 
It is thou or you. 
It is he. 
It is she. 
Past Tmse. 
It was I. 
It was thou or you. 
It was he. 
It was she. 
It is we. 
It is ye or you. 
It is they. 
It was we. 
It was ye or you. 
It was they. 
This should be carried through not only all of the six tenses of 
the indicative mode, but should embrace as well the subjunctive 
and the potential mode, and the present and compound parti-
ciples. The subjunctive being thus: 
Present. 
If it be I. If it be ·we. 
If it be thou or you. If it be ye or you. 
If it be he. If it be they. 
If it be she. 
Past or Impe1jcct. 
If it were I or were it I. 
If it were thou or were it thou. 
If it were he or were it he. 
If it were she or were it she, etc . 
. The Potential Present. 
It may be I. It may be we. 
It may be thou or you It may be ye or you . 
It may be he. It maybe they. 
It may be she. 
And so of the remainder of the potential mode. 
The Participles. 
It being I. It being we. 
It being thou or, you. It being ye or yoti. 
It being he. It being they. 
It being she. 
and 
It having been I. 
It having heen thou, etc. 
Of course after the emphatic or affirmative form already set 
forth has been acqUIred, the same conjugation may·be arranged,- . 
Negatively: as It is not I. It is not thou, etc. 
Interrogatively: as Is it I? Is it thou? etc. 
Negatively and Interrogatively:· simultaneously; as Is it not I?' 
ls it not thou? Is it not he? etc. 
These exercises ~ be learned by any child that is capable of 
. memorizing a hymn or a chapter in the Bible, and without any 
grammatical knowledge. By committing them to memory he 
will have furnished himself, so to speak, with a stock or fund of 
correct expressions, for some of which he is almost sure to -have 
occasion, every d!1y of his after life; and he will become habit~­
ated to correct forms of expression as he has perhaps been, .here-
tofore, to incorrect ones. " ' 
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With regard ·to single ,vords, those called prepositions, and 
those styled conjunctions, are few in number; so few in fact that 
they ate readily listed and memorized by students. From their 
nature and uses, and the fact that there are so few of them, some 
of-them are very frequently employed in discourse whether solemn 
or familiar. Hence, the importance of teaching children the 
. correct pronunciation of these words. 
How often do we hear the word for mispronounced as though 
it ~ere for,' or as if it were ur, and nor as nur! Against as 
ay-gi~st;. the adverb again as ay.gin . How often do we hear 
the word get mispronounced so as to rhyme with hit. 
Now these words are of frequent use, and if the child were, 
once for all , taught to pronounce them rightly, his use of them 
weuld or should confirm him in the habit of their correct pro-
nunciation. 
It would be well then to make a select list of such of these 
worids as are frequently used and very often mispronounced, for 
. tIle purpose, not only of acquainting the child with their correct 
pronunciation, but also of practici~? hill~ freque~tly upon the~, 
so as to make his ear far more familIar With the nght pronunCla-
tien than the wrong one. 
Is i t needful to explain the theory on which the foregoing sug-
gestions are based? It, is Simply thi~. The child. in e~pressing 
-his thougpts or in maklilg known hiS wants or 11Is gnefs, uses, 
and is obliged to use"such words and forms of expression, and 
such only, as are stored away in his memory. If then he be, at 
-firSt, and, once for all, taught the right sounds of words that" he 
has neea of, so that those sounds become, so to speak, stereotyped 
in the memory, right sounds and expressions, and right ones 
only, will be reproduced as occasion requires ; and he will avail 
himself of them rather than others. 
It would seem superfluous to point out to the intelligent teach-
er the fact ' that this ,conjugation can be made very useful to 
students in grammar, who may not have learned it before com· 
mencing the study of gramluar. Many such students, who have; 
through term after term, and year after year, been able to repeat 
celltain niles, as for instance, "Intransitive verb. take the same 
case after tlienl as before them," etc.; "A noun or pronoun 
which is the attribute agrees in case with its subject,"--seem not 
to perceive the force or the meaning of the rules ; and this 
method furnishes fonnllias of correct expressions which, if ac-
quired, wil~ supp,ly the defects r~sulti,n.g from an imperfect un· 
derstanding 'of the rules, or from lllablhty to apply them. 
/ Now, if the meth~ds that are herein suggested were adopted by 
teachers in all common schools, whether in city or country; and 
by parents wherever teachers do not adopt them, would it not be 
reasenable to expect that such expressions as "It was not me, it 
was him ;'.' "It was not us, it was them;" "It was not her, it was 
Aim ;'" arid many other deformities, would be completely 
eliminated from the colloquial style of our young people? 
. Then would be demonstrated the truthfulness of the maxims: 
"Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined," and ' ~An ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure. " . 
A PLEA IN BEHALF OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN 
OUR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
PR0F. ALFRED HENNEQUlN, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
WHA.T do we understand by "Modern Ladguages" in this country? The term has indeed assumed a very peculiar 
meaning in our educational institutions throughout the country. 
, , 
French, English, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguse, Swedish, 
Norwegian, Danish, and even Russian are modern tongues. Of 
these, however, how many are included in the technical term 
"Modern Languagees?" Usually ·two, French and German. 
Seldom three; to my knowledge, in one single instance, four, 
-French, German, Italian, and Spanish. English is, of course, 
taught in all our schools and colleges ; but never under the head 
of "Modern Languages." 
Now, if for '5tarting point, we admit the well established fae.t 
that all good and well organized high schools, academies, col-
leges, and universities throughout the land include the "Modern 
Languages" in the studies required to be pursued in one or more 
of the different courses, we must necessarily conclude that this. 
study is considered one of some importance by those who decide 
what branches shall be taught. 
Again, if we take into serious consideration another well es 
tablished fact, that, when elective, this study is a favorite one 
with stud«;nts, we must again conclude that a good knowledge 
of French and German is considered by our young men and wo· 
men a useful attainment. To be logical, therefore, the sfudy of 
the French and German languages, in our scbools and colleges, 
should be important studies .. 
Allow me to give a rapid glance at the extent to ' which fhe 
study of French and German is pursued, both in our good schools 
and' colleges. Out of 250 catalogs that I have consulted, nine 
exclude both French and German ; seven French, and three ' 
German. Some pretend to teach Italian, Spanish, Sweedish, or 
Danish in addition to French and German. For six of our lead- " 
ing universities. French and German are required studie~ for two 
years. In twenty-two French or German is also required tor two 
years. In the greater number of .our schools and colleges, French ' 
and German, or one or the other of these languages, are required 
studies for one year, and cannot be studied any longer. In rIO 
less than forty instances; these languages . are studied one and 
sometil1jes two tenlls. . In this last category', I can mention such 
well·known colleges as Dartmouth and Rutgers. 
If we now put aside, for the present, the much-discussed ques-
tion of methods of teaching the' modern languages, may we 'not ' 
ask how much is accomplished by students pursuing the study of 
French and German? 
Let us first suppose these languages taught to children. The 
aim can be no other than to learn the colloquial 'portion or phase 
of both, or either French or Gernlan. If the teacher be ~ompe­
tent, children will be able, at the end of one year, to m?-ke them-
selves understood in these languages, and to understand a great 
deal of what is said to them. The saine results will be attaIned 
with ·adults. ' 
If the scholars are in our high schools or academies,. where 
French is usually begun III the junior or senior year,-the 014 
methvd being used as is still customary-they will acquire -a fair 
knowledge of the grammar and even undertake the reading of. • 
easy French or German books, annotated for that purpose. 
If the student has already studied languages quite extensi¥ely, 
-and by languages I mean English, Latin, and Greek,-:-he will 
be able,-stiil using the "old" Method,-to obtain ageneral in-
sight into the philological principles upon which the lan'guage is ' 
based, and read with c~mparative ease, French or German 
works. 
A very natural question arises just here: Why devote the one 
year,--:since there is but one given to French or German in most 
• of Qur schools and colleges,-to 'grammar, reading, and philolo- , 
" I • 
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gy? ' The answer may astonish a number of teachers: Because 
tlu aim of a large dass of students, wllo can give but one year to 
these IlIngvages, is 110110 speak t"tm. Suppose a student pursuing 
scientific studies in a university or school of technology, what 
can be his object in studying French? Will he be called upon 
more than once or twice in his life to speak French? I believe 
not, at least, in coimection with his work. On the other hand, 
however, he will need to read numerous French works bearing 
on his profession, and even take French rl!Views 01 journals for 
the purpose of daily improvement. The same, to some extent, 
might be said of German. Now, can a student acquire enough 
of the written language in one year to be able to devote a por-
tion of his time to conversation? My belief is that this question 
should be answered in the negative. But, some may say, sup-
pose,-the "new" method being used.-we begin with conver-
sation, and continue the whole year, will not the student bl! able 
to read what French or German he may need for practical pur-
poses? I am sorry to be obliged to say that Illy experience has 
proven the contrary. Without entering therefore, into the mer-
its of the "old" or "new" methods of teaching the modern 
languages, let us limit the whol~ question to the points: I. How 
long are French and German usually. studied in this country? 
2. Which will prove, in th~ long run, of greater advantage to 
our students; to be able, on leaving school, to speak these lan-
guages somewhat, or to be able to read them with comparative 
ease? To the first question, one year, as shown above, is the 
answer. To the second question, I claim that to read French 
and German, at the close of one's school-days, is of more serious 
advantag~ than to speak these languages. Suppose two students 
leave college together ; one has acquired a fair colloquial kno\yl-
edge of both French and Gl!rman; the other can read French 
and German works. The same two students meet again ten 
y~ars later. Is it not safe to say that the first has probably for-
gotton all he ever knew of the spoken languages,-the whole 
having been acquired mechanically,-while the second will still 
be able to read French and German works, because his knowl-
edge of the languages was based on a good and scientific founda-
tion? During this lapse of time; mere curiosity, if nothing else, 
has induced him to read French. or German wOfks. 
But all these arguments, so far, only tend to show not how 
much, but how little the modern languages are studied in 
this country. Let me now ask one more question in conclusion: 
Would iF not be advisable to extend the time given to these lan-
guagt;s in our schools and colleges? Everyone recognizes that 
they have become important branches, should they not therefore 
be pursued more extensively? I do ask that on'e method be 
used in pre{erence to another; but I do not ask that our students 
be taught these languages more thoroughly. Why not give to 
French and German one-half of the time devoted to Latin and 
Greek. Let those conCerned come to the front, and, in these 
days of reforrns, if 110thing be gained, at least nothing will be 
~ost, 
HOW S~ALL GIRLS PREPAR~ FOR COLLEGE? 
By L. CLAIlK SEELVE, D. D. 
'l'he higher education of women il rapidl)' pa>~ing out of tbe l'ej!ion of the-
6ry into that of practicl1 experiment. C )lIeges are en40wed and organized 
to give the n~eded instrl1ction; 'Yqlllen ,\~e acquiring ill t1lem an intellectual 
culture In no reap,eet inferbr to tll .. t ~hich ha. lonl{ ~~ell tbe p'rerogative of 
men. VY~tever doubts max ~1\ lll>e felt concerning tbe I;xpqdiellcy or utility 
of this new ~lIoation .. l II\o.vemellt, the number of tbose determiqed to. enjoy 
jlli heJicfjtsl. N~OAdiJ)' ln~r~~in:. ~Q~ r~r, ~()weye~1 t~~f~ ~r~ I>~ell 'lI0~~ 
abundant provisions for higber tban for secondary instmction. Female "!ll-
leges bave multiplied faster than preparatory schools. To one familiar with 
educational history this is not surprising. The historic order is the reverse 
of the logical. Secondary schools have not been the parents, but tbe off-
spring of colleges and universities. 
While tbis is historically true, two other causes have also operated in thi's 
country to prevent the natural development of secondary instruction. One or 
these has been the tendency in many femlie schools to ignore the conditions' 
of intellectual growth. In the absence of any authoritative educational' stan-. 
dard, their teachers have taught what they happened to be fond of, or wbat. 
parents most imperatively demanded. The latter have especially desired to 
make the school life as short as possible. Into studies requiring the pro-
foundest thought and ripest judgment, young girls have been hurried before 
they were familiar with the rudiments of learning. They have had little or 
no secondary instruction. The attempt has been made to teach the bigher 
branches witb no knowledge of the lower-to produce fruit before tbere were 
leaves or blossoms. Thus it has happened that those schools to wbicb one 
migbt naturally look for preparatory work have entirely neglected it. They 
have resented the na."ne preparatory as if it were a social stigma. 
Another cause whicb has prevented the establishment of these scbools bas 
been tbe extent to which secondary instruction has been carried on by tbe 
female colleges. This course is an acknowledged evil, but an evil wbich, it 
is maintained, tbe colleges are forced to tolerate, both on account of their pe-
cuniary necessities and the difficulty of securing in any other way students 
qualified for higher work. Unfortunately, the plan only perpetuates tbe evil. 
It is impossible for good preparatory schools to flourish while colleges with 
superior endowm~nts monopolize the business. When Smith College was 
organized, its trustees determined to take a new departure, and 'to have no 
preparatory course connected with it. They were fully convinced that a 
female college, no more than a male, should be burdened with secondary in-
struction; that better results could be accomplished in both departments by 
means of separate schools. Hazardous as might seem the experiment of open-
ing an institution for women with as bigh a standard of scholarsbip as tbat 
maintained in our best New England colleges, and pro,viding no means to 
meet its requirements, it still appeared tbe only way to realize the idea of a 
woman's college. The trustees were also confident that if the col\~ge would 
steadily maintain its standard, those who desired its advantages would find 
ways to satisfy its demands. Nor have their expectations been disappointed. 
The number of well-prepared students bas steadily increased until, within four 
yearS from tbe opening of tbe college, an entering class bas been received five 
times as large as that originally admitted. Letters are, however,· often re ; 
ceived similar to the one from which I make the following extract: 
"I bave a daugbter to whom I wish to give an educ~tion. I believe ill the 
higher education for women. Whether sh~ would be able to go through 
Smitb College, or whether I shoul:l be able to send her there or not, I am 
uncertab; but I could wish notbing better for her meanwhile than a f.i~ 
prepamtion [0 ~nter Smith College. Now. I -have s( ·me faciliti s for inquir-
ing into the character of preparatory schools-facilit'es which most parents 
do not possess; and yet, possessing tbese facilities; I confess myself 1I0t a h~­
tIe perplexed. The question on wbich I want tight for myself(and on whicb 
I am sure a good many other paren~s want light) is this : 
" 'What are the qualifications whicb I am to look for in a primary or pre-
paratory school for my daughter?' 
" 'How am I to select from the great number of hoarding schools tbe one 
to which I shall send her for ber mental equipment ?' II 
It would be an invidious task in response to these inquiries to publicly rec-
ommend particular scbool;. Nor is that my intention. I would merely in-
dicate what has already been done in this matter, and give expression to a 
wide y-felt educational want. In many high schools and academies means 
are now provided wbereby, without great expense, girls can be prepared for 
college. These facilities might be greatly augmented were female semina-
ries to arrange parallel courses, so that those who wish to carry forward their 
'education in bigber institutions may be qualified to do so. In large places it 
ought not to be difficult tii secure good day-schools where the classics an'd 
mathematics can be taught_ If not proivded by civil authority, tbey may be 
by private co-operation_ 
Th~re are many parents, however, who find it impossible to secure these 
provisions, They cannot educate their daughters at home as they wisb; tbey 
are unwilhng to send them away at an early age to mixed or largp. schools. 
If I were to formulate their wants, I should say tbe first reql!isite in tbe 
scbools ther seek is the influqnce of rl fined and Christian women. A young 
girl between twelve and sixteen years of ~e needs more judicious and care-
M treattq~lIt t:qan ..,t ..,nr o_l\er period of lif~. Then are m,ore frequenUr 
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. . lIOWn' the seeds of chronic and incurable diseases; then are fonned those 
habIts of thought .and action which are most permane"t and most controlling 
in the regulation of demeanor and conduct. For these reasons h seems most 
cl~ble, if girls at that period of life are to be educated away from parental 
supervision, their schools should be as nearly as possible like well.regulated 
hom~. There were great advantages in this respect in the oln.fashioned 
schools where a limited number of pupils were received by cultivated ladies 
as ~enibers of their own households. Why may n'Jt preparatory schools for 
college be organized in the same way? , 
11he next requisite in these schools is competent instruction. Piety and 
re6nement, although so important, cannot compensate for the lack of thor-
oughness and genuine scholarship. Here has been the great deficiency of 
many female boarding·schools. Deportment and character have flourished at 
the expense of intellectual culture. The instruction has been superficial and 
desultory because the teachers have so often been unable to teach otherwise. 
'It bas been,exceedingly difficult to find ladies who were qualitied to prepare 
, their pupils for a higher education. This difficulty the colleges are fast reo 
moving. It is now easy to find those able to teach all the classics and math· 
ematics that may be demanded. It .is indispensable, if we are to have any 
success (n higher education, that this preliminary work should be thoroughly 
·'done!. 
'Fllere is one more requisite no less important in these lower schools, and 
tliat is loyalty to preparatory work. · The course prescribed for admission to 
onr-best colleges is not;an arbitrary one. It represents the best educational 
experience; it has' the sanction of the majority of tbe most intelligent educa· 
tors; it has be!"n shown by 'long trial to be the surest and quick est method to 
pn the grea~est .knowledge ann the mos~ vigorous ~nd efficient intellec~s . 
" Some of its features will doubtless be modIfied accordmg to the demands 01 a 
progressive intelligence. We may have more or less of Latin or Greek, of 
alieb~a and' geometry. The relation, however, of the classics and mathe-
matics'to intellectual growth, if correctly apprehended, rests on unalterable 
{acts in tlie history of man and the constitution of nature. They are to be 
',tndied, not because ' the college demands them, hut hecause' they are an 
Cssenilal condition. to the broadest mental culture. Unless they are 
early _ uiught, the chances are they will never he acquired. Those 
. wbo wi~h to pursue a higher education will find themselves em-
barfaSSed every :step forward without them. If taken up a' the right mo-
ment, and carried forward systematically under compet~nt teachers, there is 
no reason why any girl of average intelligence may not easily acquire hefore 
tlie age-of sixteen or seventeen all the classics and mathematics that any col· 
lege demands for admission . It is, therefo~e, of the utmost importance that 
rq;aratory schools should he loyal to their professed work. Any lack of 
;ystem, or failllre to ohserve th e p~oper order and relation of studies, must · 
infiict an irreparable loss upon theIr scholars. 
Fhere lias been, however, to schools wit hout endowment, a strong tempta-
tion to be false to this idea. It is often easier to retain old pupils than to oh-
tain new ones. Those who leave for other institutions are regarded as a pe-
cuniaq .loss. A strong influence is not un frequently exerted upon the pupils 
in these C,ircumstances to induce them to give up the notion of a higher edu-
' cation end be content with rhat which the boarding-school can give . • This 
- coarse must, in the end, prove as disastrous to the school as it is to the schol-
ars. It prevents that intimate relation with the college which may hecome 
the surest guarantee of success. Th" presence and scholarship of its stu-
. den~ in higher institutions would he the best advertisement and the strongest 
teCommendation to public patronage., Schools like those we have thus briefly 
in~icated do not seem impossible to realize, and are earnestly demanded. 
They Cio already exist, but the number is insufficient to satisfy the need. It 
is to be boped-the mere 'statement o~ the want will increase the supply. 
Parents -at least have only to apply the proposed tests and rigidly insist upon 
their fulfillment in order to produce the desired results. ' 
We call them lower and secondary schools. The names denote merely log-
ical distinctions. In honor and ,importance they are inferior to none.-Chrir 
nan Union. 
_Prof. Alexander Winchell has just completed a course of 'eleven lectures 
' the State Normal School 'at Putsdam, N. Y. The following are thelsull'-
of. tne lectures: I. Geology-What it is, and what it involves. 2. Phys-
. of the World. 3. Coal Making. 4· The Drama of Extinct Life. 
of Ice. 6. Geology of Petroleum and Salt. 7. The Old Age 
Colitiln'e[lts. 8. The Geology of the Human Period. 9· The Question of 
,10. Inherent f.,imita.ti\ln§ gf t!le j<;xb tingOrdcr. q. M'I'l in the 
Geolo~ • 
. " , 
HOW TO TEACH GERMAN TO CHILDREN. 
By DR. ZUR BRiicKE. 
I. SUGGESTION: The teacher holds in her hapd a lock and,looks closely 
at the different parts of it; when she has done this she observes (Die Leh-
rerin MIt in der Hand und beohachtet die verschiedenen Theile desselben; 
als sie dies gethan hat, bemerkt sie): Hier ist ein Schloss, Here is a lock. Ich 
seh' das Schloss, I see the lock. Das Schloss hat vier Ecken, The lock has 
four corners. 
2. Die Lehrerin zlihlt jetzt die vier Ecken wie folgl: The teacher now 
counts the four corners, as follows : Eine Ecke, zwei Ecken, drei Ecken, vier 
Ecken, Das Schloss hat vier Ecken. The lock haS four corners. The pupils 
repeat the ahove with the teacher (die schiiler wiederholen das Obige mit der 
Lehrerin : Eine Ecken, zwei Ecken, drei Ecken, vier Ecken. Das Schloss 
hat vier Ecken. 
3. The teachrr looks at the inside of the lock and says, die Lehrerin 
beohachtet den innern Theil des Schlosses und sagt: Ich seh' den Riegel, I 
see the bolt. Ich kann den Riegel schiehen, I can shove the bolt. Und hier 
ist die Sprungfeder, And here is the mainspring. Looking at the key, the 
teacher observes (den SchUhsel beobachtend, bemerkt die Leltrerin): Hier .. 
ist der Schlii ;sel. Here is the key, Ich kann den Riegel mittelst des Schliis-
sels bewegen. I can move the bolt by means o;>f the key. G~org, siebst' du 
den Schlii,sel? George, do you see the key? Georg 'antwortet: ich seh' den 
Schliissel. George answers: I see the key. Siehst du auch , die Sp..rungfeder? 
Do you also see the mainspring? Georg antwortet: _ Ich' sell' das Schl~ 
den Riegel, und die Sprungfeder. George answers ·: I see the lock, thc bolt, 
and the mainspring. ' 
4. SUGGESTION: The teacher now locks and uulocks with the key (die 
Lehrerin schliesst und offnet das Schloss mittelst des Schliissels): Ich kann 
den Riegel vorwlirts und riickwlirts mit dem Schliissel schieben. I can 
move the b ,It forward and backward with the key. Jetztschiebe ich den Rie-
gel vorwiirts. Now I am moving the holt forward, Und jetzt schiehe ich den 
Riegel riickwlirts And now I am moving the holt backward. Emil, ver-
stebst du das? Emil, do you understand that? Emil antwortet: Ja, ich 
versteh' Alles das Sie sagen; Sie schieben den Riegel riickwlirts und '{Ol-
wlirts. Yes, I understand all that you say; you shove the bolt backward ~d , 
forward. Komm' hier, Anna; come here, Anna: Anna Kommt zur Lehre- , 
rin und nimmt dits Schloss in ihre Hand. Anna comes to the teacher and 
takes the lOCK into her hand. 
The teacher now asks: 1st, dies Anna? Die ganze Kluse antwortct: Jao 
das ist Anna. The whole class answers: Yes, that is Anna. Quesnpn, 
Frage: ' Was hat Anna: in . der hand} What has Anna) n the hand ~ 
S. SUGGESTION: The teacher motions to Anna to give her the lock, say.-
ing: Anna, gib mir das Schloss, Anna, give me the lock. Anna gibt der Leh-
rein das Schloss. Anna gives the teacher the lock. Now the teacher' holds 
the lock to Anna, saying, Anna, nimm das Schloss (take the lock). Anna 
nimmt das Schloss, Anna takes the lock. 
SUGGESTION: If tbe teacher holds out the lock several times, as if about 
to give, hut without actually giving, it may set the cl~ss into a hearty laugh,· 
which is an excellei.t relief for the children in the midst of the lesson. · But 
after Anna has taken the lock, the teacher may ask: Hat Anna das Schloss 
genommen? Has Anna taken the lock? Antowrt, answer " Ja, Anna, hat 
das Schloss genommen, Yes, Anna has taken the lock. Es ist in Anna's -
Hand, It is in Anna's hand. 
6. S,urveying the lock agam, as at.the beginning of the lesson, the teacher 
repeats the names of the principal parts of it, the class repeating with hl\r .as 
follows : 
Das Schloss ist viereckig, in dem Schloss ist ein Riegel nnd eine Sprung. 
feder. Mittelst des Riegels kann man den SchlUssel vorwlrts und rUckwlits 
schieberi. Miltelst des SchlUssels kann man schllessen oder ilffnen. 
, (To he coi.tinued in the next lesson.) 
- What is Education? This question is answered by a collection of about 
forty quotations from the most dhtinr;uished writers of all times and all 
tongues. The collection has been made by Prof. Wm. F. Phelps, and can· ' 
stitutes, with Suggestive and Test Q~estions, No. II? of the "Chautauqua'T.ext 
Books." This series of hooks, by the way, seems to be,one of the marv,els of-' 
the present day, in literature. The price of each is only ten cents, and each 
contains the cream of its sllhject in a few small pages. The five comRanion 
books to this-Socrates, Pestalozzi, Fro;>ehel, . Horace Mann, and Roger 
Ascham, are in course of publication, the two fonner already printed, and the 
y~;CoW in rrer"'fa\i~ll. They are F~hHs\\e~ ' br l'hillir ":'ld tl\\nt~ ~e~ 
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THE STATES. 
MtNNl!SoTA.-The Ia.,t gr.duatinJ( exercises at Shattuck School, Faribault, 
are pronounced the mo;t successful of any in the history of the institution. 
, The gradualing exercises of the Farihault high school took place June 20. 
Three you ng ladies after reading in dear distinct voice their well·writlen es-
says, received lheir diplomas from R. A. Mott, Esq., Clerk of tbe Board, as 
he first graduating class of the school. After the reading of the essays a very 
cholarly lecture was delivered by Prof. Campbell, of the State University, on 
the Life and Character of Socrates and the influence of the Socratic Method 
on Grt~k thought. Among those present from abroad was Prof. McNaughton, 
superinte.ndent of the schools of Cedar Falls, Iowa, and formerly suporintend-
ent at' Faribault. 
Prof . .}. P. Bobb has been judged insane and sent to the Second Hospital 
for the Insane in Rochester. Prot. J30bb had charge of Ibe Higb l"orcst Sem-
inary for some time, and it is thought tbat anxiety and worrying over his du-
ties there has brought on insanity. 
Mr. Rockwood, of Garden City, who recently graduated from tbe State 
University, ha. been elected principal of the Le Sueur schools. 
·Mr. W. W. Keysor, lately graduated from the ' State University, has been 
elected principal of the Auslin schools, at a salary of $900. 
Supt. 'Shtpard, of the Winona public schools, has been elected principal of 
the Stnte Normal School at WlDona. The following nominations were made 
by the comnlltlee on teachers : Prof. W. F. Phelps, well known as Ibe former 
principal of the Winona schooi ; rof. Shepard, superintendent of schools at 
Winon. ; Prof. Roberts, the greenback orator of Rochester; Prof. Moore, of 
Lake City ; Prof. S. H. White, principal of the Normal School at Peoria, III.; 
Prol. l'utnam, of the Ypsilanti Normal School, Michigan; Prof. Alfred 
Kirk, lat~ly of the normal schools in Missouri; Prof. S. F. Capson, of the 
Cortland Normal School, New York; Prof. Stowell, of the same institution; 
Prof. O. R. Burchard, of the Fredonia Normal school, New York; Prof. A. 
S. Kissell, once State Superintendent of public instruction . in Iowa, and 
, formerly superintendent of schools in Minneapolis; Prof. Loomis, of Cbicago. 
Fiftb-He bas the respect and esteem of tbe foremost graduates of tbe 
school. · - ~. 
Sixtb-He laid tbe foundations of tbe school, and gave it its high cbaraoter. 
botb at bome ~nd abroad, in the face of the most serious obstacles. 
Seventh-A failure to appoint him will create a degree of dissatisfaction 
that will make it difficult if not impossible for any other person to succeed in 
filling the place. It will be the defeat of the clearly and emphatically ex .. 
preSsed wisb of all those who take the deepest interest in the reputation and 
success of the mstitution. 
Eightb-Tbe people of Winona, reinforced as they are by the clearly ex 
pressed convictions of many of the most intelligent people 01 the 'state, should 
be accorded that respect for and deference to their wishes, as tbey freely con-
cede to the people of Mankato and St. Cloud. 
Ninth-Neither the people of Winona nor their representati ves in the nomial 
board have ever objected to any teacber prepared or desired for tbe other . 
schools. They recognize tbat although these arc state institutions; yet that a 
hearty local support, both moral and material, is indispensable to their suc-
ees!;. 
Tenth-This is a question that should be deCIded purely on its merits, and 
in tbe light of the demands of a high public intere>t, and not of personal fa~or 
. or prejudice. 
Eleventh-Prof. Phelps having lived and labored in Winona for thirteen 
years, its citizens very justly claim to know him and his work well enough 
wisely to judge of the same. Those who know him best are his m?st earnest 
supporters. That in common with all of us, he has his faul ts, both he and hi, 
friends concede. This, bowever, is but to concede tbat we alllleed to exer· 
cise charity toward our fellow men, and especially toward those who occupy 
trying public positions. 
Twelfth-He has had, it must be confe.sed, his full share of public as well 
as private criticism. It is scarcely to be expected that he, any more than 
any other citizen, would entirely forego the privilege, so freely exercised by 
.olbers, especially when he believes that he has had adequate provocation. If 
the exercise of this right of criticism is to be construed as a disqualification for 
public duties, how many of us could ever hold public office? 
Mr. C. F. Buck beartily seconded Mr. Youmans' remarks, and in a few re 
marks advocated Prof. Phelps as just the man to ensure the success of the 
school. Gen. Sibley, 01 St. Paul, also spoke in' favor of Prof. Phelps. 
The board then went illto secret session, and discussed for three hour. the 
merits of the various candidates. An informal ballot was taken witb this reo 
suIt: Shepard 5, Kissell I, Roberts I. This was followed with a formal vote' : 
Shepard 5, Kissell I, and one member not voting. The board then admitted 
the reporters, and after leaving the selection of a teacher in the school to the 
reSIdent director and principal, adjourned. 
Prof. Phelps has since been unanimously elected superintendent of public 
schools in Willona, at a salary of $2,000, also president of the Society of Arts 
and Sciences. His acceptance of tbe superintendcncy has nQt been an-
nounced. 
The last legislature made an a\>propriatlOn of $35,000 for the purpose of. 
extending the water-mains in Minneapolis to the State University, and the 
work will be undertaken at once. 
The meeting of Ihe State Educational Association has heen postponed to 
.the Christmas holidays. 
A delegation from Winona, of ex·Lieu,t.-Gov. Yale, Judge Thomas Wilson, 
L. S. YOllmans, W. Jay Whipple, of Ibe Herald, H. W. Lamberton, C. F. 
13uck, C. Buhn, and D. Sinclair, of the R'publican, were present, to urge the 
claim of Prof. Phelps for the principalship, and by invitation of Ibe board, Mr. 
Youmans in their behalf urged the claims of Prof. Phelps forcibly and clearly. 
From the PlOIutr Pr ss we gather the following additional particulars : He 
recounted the part taken hy Prof. Phelps in the reorganizalion of the Winona ILLINOls.-Tbere were five graduates in the German course, and twelve in 
school and the high standard to which he brougbt the school; the sJ>Ontane- tb;' other courses at the Northwestern College, Naperville. The annual cata· 
ous demand upon the re. ignation of Prof. Morey for the return of Prof. Pbelps ; log, accompanied by Ibe commencement programs, has been handed liS by' 
t~e certainty of success under his administration . Mr. Youmans, without in- Pres. Smith. Tbese show a flourishing state of things at the College. The 
tending to say anything dIsparaging of Prof. Shepard, stated that Prof. Phelps next tern, will begin Aug. 27, 1879· Besides the full classical cour:;c, and 
was superior because of his lo.'g experience, and that next to him Prof. Shep. the German courses, thC"institution provided a Scientific cours~; .. \~i!li L,atin, 
ard would be the second choice. He clo.td with these conSiderations, which Greek, or Modem Languages as accompaniment. There is als~ ':!' BitsinI!SS 
should inllutnce the action of the nurmal board to decioe Ibe question of the Department and a department of music. The College is under tbe ' p'-t~op~ ' 
principalship of the normal schoul : of the Evangelical Association. . • . 
Jo'irlt-Prof. Phelps is a candidate, on th~ spontan',ous soli~itude of very . Warren Wilkie has rcsi2Ded the principalship at Woodstock and accei)ted 
many .of th~ mOlit eameat and enlighteneu friends of the school. . that at Austin, near Chicago. The last y~ar at Woo(\;tock ha. been Ibe most 
Second-He hali the entire confidence and will command the hearty and successful tbe scbool has ever known. At the closing exercises, in whi~h 
unanimous supP9rt of tbe people of Win una, who were the earliest friends of eleven pupils received deplomas of graduation, Prof. Wilkie was presented 
the normal· school system. by the school wilb a copy of Bryant's translation of Homer' Iliad and 
Tbird-He bas Ibe support of tbe press, and we have reason to believe, of Odyssey, in four volumes. 
tbe best citizens of the state at large. Tbe public exercises at Oak Park schools were very interesting, particularly 
Fourth-He is the c:hoice of the teachers of tbe school. the part perfofl)led by the primary and intermediate departments. Music was 
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fUDIislieeJ. !iy the Chicago Quartette. Principal Dodge and all his teachers will 
resume their old places after vacation . There were four graduates. 
Ge6~e E. Dawson, principal of Peoria high school, goes to Cnicago to take 
the ' principalship of the Washington school. 
In Chicago, the5alaries of teachers have been fixed for the next yerr. Supt. 
Doty is to receive $3,300; Assistant. SU?t. Delano, $2'4~; Principal. How-
land, '2,~50; Division high school pnnclpals, $1,875; high school assIstants, 
froID $800 to '1,500. The salaries of grammar school principals range from 
,1,650 downward, according to the grade of the school, and numbers of pu-
pils. f h Ch' I' h h 1 I' . The . commencement exercises 0 t e lcago llg sc 00 t 11S year maIn· 
tained tll~ new departure of a year ago, in dispensing with all orations and 
essa by the graduating class. A novel presentation was made by Principal 
H ~and of a sword and fine military belt to the Major of the Cadets-the o . , . f 
militaq company of the school. W. H. Wells, preSIdent of the board 0 ed-
'uealion, gave, the class a pleasan~ and mstrucllve ,adoress . A number of 
ptizes were bestowed upon the pupIls by the Pnnclpal, songs were sung, and 
the diplOID"" awarded. 
' The Highland schools closed on the 4th of June. Of the eight teachers 
employed, one has taught there for 13 ~ears; ~ for 12; 2 for 8; 2 fvr 3; 1 
(, r 2 ': and I for I. The commg term Will consISt ,of tell months, and .the 
_ f:\Io;i~g teachers are engaged, beginning with the principal: Theo. Adel-
-n - 'Eliza Livermore, Jane Nagle, Arthur Oehler, Haltle L. Todd, Eli za 
:::U;henstein, Louisa Houriet and Lizzi~ Durer. Madison county los~s 
tlu:ee, of 'her principals. Mr. Ad. A. Supplger, of North Alton, A. Naegeh, 
o~ Highland, and WmFlorin, of St. Jacobs, men who have each taught be 
tween IZ and 16 years, but who have now laid down the birch to figure in 
the future' as merchants. ., 
At the I~t meeting 01 the Cook county board of educatlOn, the c~mllllllee 
ons;Uariesrecommimded the re-election of~D. S. Wenlwor.th as Pnnclpal, sal-
ary, -,2,400, and the following assIStants.: Emily J. Rice, $1,100 .; Sarah 
B *'J 000' Lucy J. Rider, $1,100-allmcrease of $100; W. C. Shuman, yme,#I J , . ' - • 
,1,200; .Sa,rah M. Curtis, $1,000; Will C. ,Dodge, $I,ooo-an mcrease . of 
"1..,00; and Eleanor Worthington, $1,100. 1 h~ report was adopted, .'t bemg 
I · d in reference to the increase of salanes that the teachers raised bad exp aIDe , 
been offered money to go elesewhere. It also recommended the eleotion of 
Michael Quinn as engineer at a salary of $1,5":" A~opted. 
On motion, it was decided that an examtoatlOn of students for next term be 
h Id it the I:!oard room, Monday, July 7, at 9 o'clock. 
eA-surnmer_ norm",l for the counties of Warren and Henderson will open at 
Monmouth J!lly 28 and continue three weeks. J. W. ~ook, of Normal Uni-
venrity, will be the conductor.. Mr •. M. E. Watt, supenntendent of Warrell 
county, and J. M. Akin, supenntendent ~fHender~on county: . 
I?r. J. M. Gregory, presi~ent. of .Ilhnols UOlVer~lty, and M,ss ~oUlsa C. Al-
fessor in .the same toSbtutlOn, were marned at Cbampalgn, June 17 ' 
len,' pro , . h U ' .. 0 They will spend the summer in Europe, returOlng to t e Olverslty to cto-
ber . . 
The first graduating exercises of the Plano high school occurred June 20. 
'Phe class numbered six. T~e ~school e~rolled 350 names, employed ~,ght 
teachers; there were 50 pupils !D the high. sc~ool. The members ot the 
graduating class passed the first grade examtoahon. J. H. Ru.hton, the su-
, • tendent, has been in Plano six years and leaves no~ to enter a law office 
~ ra J H Best takes charge of the schools next year: he has had In n UlO • • • . 
bo t eigHt years experience at Bristol Station, Kendall county 
a ;he Sixth ABnual Session 'of tbe Normal Drill for Henry County Teaeh-
iii convene as follows: At Woodhull on Monday, July 7th; at Ke-
m W "'uly 21st. at Geneseo, August 4th, 1879. For information inquiries wan.ee, J"' , 
.honld be addressed, fo:>r"Woodhull , to W. B. Rackl:y; for Ke,:anee, to W. 
H. R'IJ!.sell or E. C. R<;>sseter; for Geneseo, to the County Su.pertotendent, B. 
F Barge: . - ' 
·-rlle Macon county teachers"institute will open July 28, and close Aug. ~2. 
. The committee consists of Miss M. F. Fulton, Decatur; Mrs. M. R. W.hlte, 
Maroa' E. A.- Gastman, Decatur; S. S. Mountz, Warrensburg; J . Tramer, 
M' d r Decatur ·to whom communications sbould be addressed for Blue oun 0 , 
furt1re~ _information. 
The Davenport Grammar schools sent a class of. ninety·four pupils IQWA.-" . 
the high ochoo!' . " P~f. J. H, DeWolf, of the chair of Lat~n and ~reek to the Des MOlOes 
~~ 11Di,"~lSitY" ,llllS- resigned. Prof. Eastman WIll take hIS place. 
leaves Penn College at Osk,Joosa, and is succeeded by Prof. 
Six young ladies graduated from the Training Department of the Daven-
port high school. More toteresting exercises, (essays, music, and class drills) 
were never listened to. Miss Tbompson, the principal, always ' secures splen-
did results. 
The degree of ,Doctor of Pbilosophy was conferred on Prof. Berry of tbe 
Agricultural College by the State University. 
Mr. T. H . Thompson has resigned his position as City Superintendent of the 
West Side Des Moines scbool" and Mr. L . W . Parisb, of tbe Rock Island 
(Ill.) bigh schools, has been elected to fill the vacancy. 
The Davenport school Loard h~s reduced the salaries o'f grammar room 
teachers from $70 to $65 per month , and made a mistake, .too, by doing so. 
The Mason City higb school graduated tbree young ladies. Speaking of 
the exercises the State Registct· says' "Prof. Jno. F. Grawe, principal of the 
school is a ripe scbolar, and understands how to train tbe young idea to climb 
the ladder of knowledge. Great credit is due him for the success of the' 
'school." 
Mr. C. P. Rogers will conduct the Marsbal county Institute. Supt. Speer 
says that the impression that tbe Institute is for the purpose of enabling teach-
ers to get certificates is not correct. A higher aim should animate the leacber. ' 
The order of exercises and course of study is given in tbe ' educatiot:l~1 de-
partment of tbe Republica... . 
Mr,J ohn H. Landes will cpnduct the Van Buren county ~ormal Institute 
which will hold a fQur weeks' session, - beginning August 4. Supt •. ~ow.ley 
says in his circular that the same plan as the one adop!e!i last. year w111 be 
followed. For an honast,.faithlul, earnest superinten,dent, you will ,earch 
long before you find Mr. Rowley''; superior. 
MtCHIGAN.-Conclusion of Statistics from State Superintendent's Report. 
Amount paid or due for inspectors' services $10,456.19, being $4,446.58 
more. Amount, paid or due township superintendents for ~ervices $18,988.80, 
being $1,456.41 more. Number of children on which primary school money 
was apportioned 468.954, being 10,418 more. Amount due the district $221,-
621.75. Amount on hand at beginning of the year $6~9,315,80. 
Amount of primary schuol money apportioned for the year $234,54 1.07, being 
$23,485.51 more. Amouut received from district -lax $2,176,164.75, being 
$41,796.24 less. Amount received from two·mill tax $5-14,77,4 .20, being 
$22,627 .26 more. Tuition money from non-resid ent pupils $35,901.05, beilJg-' 
$1,310.99 more .- Amount received from ~ther sources $279, 169.20, . being 
$92,107.43 more. Total resources for the ycar $3,859,831.05, being $67,709~ 
46 more. Am,ount e,xpended for teachers' wages for the year $1,935.2~9.91, 
being $269.05 more. Amount expended Mr build,i ngs and repairs _$296,5~0." 
86, being $21,,321.27 less. Amount paid !On b.mded indebtednes.; $336,347.- -
59, being $49,265,92 less. Amount expended for other purposes .$540,942·45,-
being $7,602-.83 more. ;rola l expen~itures for the. year $3 ,108,540 81 ,being 
$71,435.25 less. AmolllU on hand al the close of the year $7:;1,290.24. 
Bonded indebtedness of the districts $1.364,977 ;91, being $119,546.76 less. 
Total indebtedness of the di,tricls $1 ,461.462.76, being $148,215.20 less. 
At Ihe annual meeting of the Regents of the State Uni.versity last week, the ' 
following appointments were made for the faculty of that institution: 
Douglass A. Jo)" M. E ., of Columbia College and of the University of Michigan , assist-
an t In general chemistry, a t a' salary of $750' 
Preston B. Rose, assistant professor of physiological chemistry and toxicology and lec -
turer on renal diseases; salary. $1,600. 
Edward L. Walter, Ph. D., professor of modern languages; salary, $2,200 ;' he was' , 
granted leave of abse nce to s udy in Europe until the end of the next semester without pay. 
Elisha Jones, M. A., assistant professor of Lal~n: salary, $1,600. 
\\' 111. H . Payne, M. A., Adrian professor of the SC,ience and Art of T eachrng ; salary, ' 2,. 
200; this is a new chair estabhshed by resolution at tbls session. 
Alfred Hennequin, instructor in the department of-modern Jangufiges; salary, fl:joo. 
Rev. Richard Hudson, A. M. of Detroit, a graduate of the Uqiversity of·the cJ~5 of )S7,I, 
assistant professor of history; ~alary, $1 ,600. ~ 
VQlney M. Spalding, asslstant:professor of botany ; salary, '1 ,600. 
Isaac N . Demmon, A. M., was assigned to duty as professor 'of rhetoric and 
h IS present salary. . . . . . 
The salary of Assistant Professor Charles N. Jones was fixed a t ·., .60 .... 
Wm, H. Dorrance, assistant in mechanical dentistry; salary, $800. 
Charles H. Stowell, lecturer on physiology and histo,logy : salary, $1 ,200. 
, Victore, Vaughan, instructorin medical chemistry, and assistant In the chcmicallabora· 
tory ; salary. $1,200. 
Wm. J. Herdm an. demonstrator of anatomy and lecturer on pathological ana~omy; sala. 
~~~ . 
W. H . Pettee, professor of mineralogy an'd!cconomic geology: salary. ' 2,-'00:-
Prof. Pettee was given a six months' leave of absence, Without pay, ~o take part in the '" 
geological survey of California. ~ 
Peter Erb was appointed assistant to Prof. Gatchell. 
J. B. Steere, Ph. D., professor of zoology; salary, " ;200., 
Alexander Winchell, LL. D., was appOinted professor or geology : ialary, $2,200. 
r.' 
A neat little circular, capable of being folded in an ordinary 
envelope, has been issued from the office of the State Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction, and in i( one may' learn almost everY statistical and general 
poi~t of interest relative tothe state school system, the Superintendent's busi-
ness, township superintendents, district boards, school revenues, state boards, 
etc. It is very compact, and is entitled "Public School System of Michigan, 
'in Brief." The statistics have already been published in these columns. ' The 
following items are of much ',interest antI value: The Superintendent of 
' Public Instruction.-Elected by the people; term, two years; has general su-
peI;Vision of the public schools; collects and tabulates the school statistics of 
the state; apportions the primary school funds to the counties; gives infor-
mation to school officers upon construction of school law ; prepares and fur-
nishes blanks for use of school officers; organizes and visits teachers' insti-
tutes, and appoints instructors at them; receives reports from superintendents 
of schools, and all state institutions; makes annual reports to the Govern;>r, 
and causes the school laws to be published ; delivers lectures on educational 
, ' subjects; appoints visitors to the State University, and all chartered educa. 
tional institutions; is a member and Secretary of the State Boald of Educa-
tion. Township Superintendent.-Elected in. each township for a term of 
one year; compensation, $z per day; examines teachers, grants, and when 
necessary, revokes or suspends certificates ; visits schools; advises teachers 
and school officers; makes anilUal reports to the Superintendent of Pilblic In-
stru~tion ; is Chairman of the Township Board of School Inspectors. Towu-
ship Board of Inspectors.-Consists of the Township Superintendent, the 
Township Clerk, and one elected School Inspector; organizes school dis-
tricts, changes the boundaries of the Same when necessary; locates sites for 
'school houses on failure of districts to agree; and may appoint district offi-
cers when districts fail to elect; compiles the district reports, and forwards 
the lame to the County Clerk, to be by him transmitted to the Superintendent 
of. Public Instruction; has care and management of the township library. 
, Miscellaneous.-Districts to draw public money must maintain school at least . 
three month" if having less than thirty children; five months, if having 
thirty or more children; nine months, if having more than eight hundred 
cliildren. Anyone over five years of age may attend school. The school 
censl1S Includes those from five to twenty years of age. A compulsory atten-
dance law is in existence, but is inoperative. 
Corunna schools have been placed on the State University diploma list. 
'Prof. W. H. Butts, of the State University class of '78, has been appointed 
instructor of Mathematics at the Michigan Military Academy. 
The Reading school' board hired a lady teacher to serve as principal of the 
Union school, and certain patrons of the school are objecting. 
President McElroy, of Adrian College, has resigned. He will continue to 
serve as president pro tem. for an indefinite period. 
Several Battle Creek school teachers, including the principal of the high 
scllool, have resigned on account of a reduction of !i'ay. 
. ' At a meeting in Howell, June 'n, of township 'superintendents and" teach-
ers, Thos. Gordon Jr., principal of the Fowlerville union school, was elected 
president of the township superintendents' association, and Supt. E . B. Fair-
field Jr.; of the Howell schollls, president or the Livingston county teachers' 
usocia\ion, for the ensuing year. The teachers' association ananged for 
meetings during the ,next school year at Brighton; Fowlerville, Pinckney, 
and Hartland, besides the annual institute under state supervision, to be held 
at ,Howell. ' 
Commencement week at the State Normal School was one of the most 
I brlIliant ever known in the history of that institution. A larger class gradu-
ated than ever before. There we!e' J8 in the three years course, 10 of whom 
were gentlemen; and 46 in the advanced course. 
The Lansing RtpuOlican furnishes us the following items : 
C. T. Beatty has been reelected principal of the East Saginaw high school. 
H. ,R. Paftengill has been re~ngaged as/principal of the Ithaca union school. 
'The high school at Hillsdale graduated, last week, 28 pupils; the one at 
Decatur 16; at Niles 20; at Schoolcraft 10. 
The board of education 'at Ionia has elected J. W. Ewing superintendent 
oC:schools. and A. G. Owen principal of the high school for,the ensuing 
scliool year. ' 
The Leoni' (Jackson county) seminary b to be reopened in September under 
p'rincipalship of Jame~ J. Sadler, recently a teacher in the Spring Arbor sem-
inary. . 
• 'llha I_st QOlDplete edition of the schoollawa of Michigan having been ex. 
bauated, a new one, in which p.re all the lawl and amendments to the 8&\lIe, 
III ~w ill force, is ~i pr~\tansl will po ~I!ed '* an earl1 dat~, 
The Utica union school has been managed very ably and efficiently and 
considerably improved under C. E. EalDes, who assumed control in January 
last. Mr. Eames and the present corps of assistant teachers have been re-
tained for another year. 
The school board of St. Joseph has reelected J . H. Fassett as principal of 
its union school for the ensuing year, at a saiary of $800. It employs 10 
assistant teachers at an average annual salary of $281.70. 
East Saginaw employs a superintendent at an annual salary of '2,200, a 
high school principal at $1,200, a teacher of penmanship, three-fifths time, at 
$420, a teacher of music, one-half time, at $400, a teacher of drawing, one-
half time, at $324, and sz regular teachers at an average salary of $4z6 '46 
each, the highest salary paid to such being $800 and the lowest being 'Joo. 
The aggregate of salaries to be paid during the ensuing school year will be 
'z6,72o. 
The Hastings Homt 'Journal says that at a meeting of the school board of 
that place,it was decided to reduce the pay of principal to $750 and hIS, as- -
sistant to $Joo"and to keep the pay of the other teachers at the same price 
oflast year, $z50. ,They decided that they would not retain either the pres-
ent principal or his assistant, and then went into the "you tickle me and I'U 
tickle you" plan of selecting the sub:>rdinate teachers, re;ulting in the selec-
tion of the present corps of teachers, of course. 
Dr. John Kost, of Adrian College, has been chosen president of the Kan-
sas Agricultural College. 
Nineteen graduates in the classical course at Ann Arbor high school, 
eighteen in the Latin' cour;e, twenty in th! Scientific course, and three in the 
English course. A large number of these graduates will enter the University. 
STATE CERTIFICATES.-In acc()rdance with the recent act of the Michigan 
legislature giving to the state board of education the authority to grant state 
certificates of qualification to teachers, arrangements will shortly b~ made for 
holding, early in September, an examination of applicants for such certi6cates. 
Since the law in this state is now so perelDptory in requiring teachers, as an 
essential to the validity of their contracts, to have, at the time of making a 
contract to teach, a certificate.good for the en~ire term of that contract, it does 
seem to be worth the necessary errort for every professional teacher to procure 
a state certificate, and so be done with lhe disagreeable necessity of sublDit. 
ting again and again to examination by the to'wnship superintendent. The 
lawyer passes his examination for admission to the bar once for all. 'And 
it is intended by these state examinations to place teachers on a similar pro-
fessional footing. The state certificates will be valid for a term of ten years. 
If our ablest teachers will set an example in this matter, our state certificates 
may be made extremely valuable. A circular giving full particulars will be 
issued soon.-Lansing Rtjfublican. 
WISCONSIN.-Gone before us, Thos. V. Maguire, formerly County Super-
intendent 01 Kenosha, but latterl7 in a law-office in Racine. The rtltpap"-
speaks of him in the highest terms . 
Col. McMynn's Racine Academy graduated a class of ten this year. 
The Baraooo RtfuOlic says: 
UPr?f. Willis showed. us t~e text· books belonging to the district which have 
been ID use by the pupds thiS term . . Every book .~as returned to the library, 
not one lost; and they are actually lD,better condItion than if they had been 
the property of the scholars. The experiment of district ownership is thus 
far very satisfactory, and the schools are entitled to much credit for it." 
Some unreliable news note last week led us into error concerning the nUID . 
ber of graduates at the State University. The following is correct : In Arts, 
10; InLetters,12; In Science, 14; In Mining and Metallurgy. I; In Law. 
24; Total, 61. The past year has been unusually prosperous, and the com. 
mencement week exceeded any like week in the history of the school, in every-
thing that goes to make up the final annual showing of a great school. 
Prof. Wm. H. Rosentengel, the new professor of German in' the Univ'er. 
sity, has taught the German Language in the St. Louis high school for the past 
eight years, has been secretary of the German American Teachers' Associa-
ti.>n and assistant editor of the Erzit"-ungsolattttr. He comes to us highly 
recommended in every way. 
The State Normal Schools have closed. The Elementary Class at Oshkosh 
received their certi6cates without giving any public exercises whatever. The 
class in the higher col1r5e at Oshkosh numbered seven, and at Whitewater, nine. _ 
Both'schools had large olasses in the Elementary COllrse, that of Whitewater 
numbering t~enty-~ix. ' 
The annual catalog of the Whitewater school shows the following num-
bers ei1rolled during the past year: Normal Department, 290; Model School 
GramJIlllffOQm. $8 i ~ntern~diate,?p Prima,?" ~2. T9tal, tJI . . ~Th~ s<;Q09' 
The. Educational WeekI yo 
. yeu is divided .into. two terms of 20 weeks each, and the fall term opens on 
, Tu~diy, Aug. 26, with examinations for admission. 
The Ft. Atkinson high school closed on the 13th ult., graduating a class of 
15, one of whom had not lost a day itl four years for any reason whatever. 
TIu Union gives a full account of the exercises and pronounces the past year 
one of the most successful in the history of the school. The final report of the 
lCliool for the year shows the greatest number of full hundreds in Attendance, 
PunctUality, and Conduct we ever looked upon. All the teachers received 
pe.rticlilar testimonials ofappreciation from the scholars and The Union makes 
this note in connection with its report : 
"Among the teachers who deserve particular mention, IS Miss Ellen Rice, 
who lias taught in the Primary Department, on the South Side, with the 
.areatesf success, for twelve years. The work is very arduous, and Miss Rice 
is deserving of much credit for retaining so difficult a position for so long a 
time." . 
The closing exerciseS at Markham's Academy, Milwaukee, were full of in-
terest, and attended by an unusually large audience of friends and patrons. 
This institution has deservedly won a reputation for high scholarship and 
thoroughness in the more important branches of education. Elocution re-
ceives unusual attention, as is apparent from the annual public exercises. The 
citUeDs of Milwaukee take a just pride in this popular academy, and the in-
~d facilities of its new building seem to be winning for it a high degree 
of success. 
P,rof. J . T . Lovewell, formerly of the State Normal School at Whitewater, 
has been appointed Professor 01 Natural Sciences in Washburn College, To-
peka, Kansas. . 
The Wiseomin :Journal of Eduealion speaks a good word for Fred W. 
~,superintendent of schools ill Walworth county. He deserves the best 
tb&t can be said. and as long as he can be induced to continue his work he 
ahould ,have undivided support from all who desire first class work in the 
lClioois. 
What does this mean? Is another good schoolmaster about to be sacri-
ficed on the altar of a local quarrel? "We have nothing to say about the 
sChool meet:ng Monday evening, only that Prof. Sprague withdrew as a can-
didate for principal, thereby destroying the effectiveness- of the call for tbe 
~eeting, and leavine; no businesi to transact. N >w let us drop all contention 
in the; matter and prevent the injury which will be done to the school by this 
continued discussion and agitation."-Evansville Review, '.June II. 
In strong contrast with the above is the following from the Waupaca Re-
/'I!Jliean : "At the dose of the late term of school the teachers requested 
th~t if they were wanted for next year they should be informed at an early day, 
instead of being kept in suspense until after the annual meeting. Mr. Gates 
already had an offer of a school at DePere, and had to decide whether to ac-
cept it. He of course wanted 10 remain here another year, but could not keep 
the DePere offer open for a month. A meetlDg of the school board was ac-
cordingly held last Saturday, when the subject of engaging teachers was dis-
C\1Sied. As two members of the present board will retire at the close of the y,w, and as the annual meeting may be expected to instruct the board in cer-
tain things, the board voted-4 to 3-not to engage teachers at present. This 
was going to result in a full new corps of teachers, and a movement was at 
once started to get an expression of public opinion. Petitions, requesting the 
boii'd to at once clo.e contracts with the teachers, were circulated, and about 
one hundred and twenty-five tax.paying patrons of the school signed them. 
TIiis amount of persuasion was presented to a meeting of the board on Tues-
day, and resulted in having an the teacher; engaged." . 
The editor, C. M. Bright, stoutly praises the whole action. and calls upon 
the one hundred and twenty· five signers to go to the school-meeting and back 
-up their signatures with their votes. But .then, Principal Gates is a graduate 
of Milton College and learned how to "fix things" and didn't learn anything 
else. J\hl 
'Fhe Rev. Dr. E. D. Huntley D. D., LL. D. (he can't be extinguished by 
titles) has accepted the Presid'ency of Lawrence University at Appleton, the 
probability of which was mentioned some time since in these notes. It has 
been said that the Methodists are a denominaiion with more big places than 
1ng men to fill them; however that ",ay be, they have no places so big that 
the new president of Lawrence University will "rattle around" very much in 
one of them he ever happens to get into. His schvlarship is good, 
health is sound, his years hIS advantage, his record clean, his temper 
his doctrine liberal, his heart warm, his head level, and his whole 
inslmct with life and energy. That he will malte his mark on his 
is a foregone conclusion. . We take the greatest pleasure 'in welcoming 
to the ranks of the pedagogical brotherhood. 
We clip the following from the Stale :Journal: "History of the University . 
-The Universily Press publishers are about to issue a nicely-printed and sub-
stantial looking volume of some 250 pages, containiog a series of historical 
sketches of the State University, from the pen of Mr. C. W. Butterfield, of 
this city. The sketches are based upon those written by Mr. Butterfield for 
the University Press, last winter, and which appeared simultaneously In the" 
Siall ,)our"al; but numerous changes and improvements have been. made in 
the sketches as published, and additional data amalgamated therewith -so that 
in this more permanent form they are in the highest degree creditable to the 
literary reputation of the author and the. in.stitution whose annals he has 
edited. The volume .will contain four excdlent steel plates: J. H. Lathrop, 
the first chancellor of the University; P. A. Chadbourne, the first President; 
John W. Sterling, the oldest Professor and first Vice President, and John B~ 
Parkinson, the first alumnus of the University chosen to fill a chair in its fac-
ulty. The work will be ready in about two weeks, and is deserving of a ready 
sale." 
OHIO. - The state has been full of high school, college, and seminary com-
mencements the last two weeks. General prosperity, considering the tiines, 
is indicated by these. A number of the schools graduate more than ever be-
fore, and nearly all have maintained themselves fairly. The financial strin-
gency and the growth of the public schools have told most hardly upon the 
old· fashioned boarding· schools-the seminaries and academies-some of which 
have graduated very light classes, as the Cleveland Seminary, of twenty· eight 
years' standing, which presented a class of but two. Two other ForeSt City 
instItutions, the Cleveland Academy and the Brooks School, had their closing 
exercises the same day, June 18, with somewhat larger classes. The public 
schools of the city had their commencement Friday the 27th. The graduating 
class at Columbus numbers forty this year. 
The trustees of the State University, as a pleasant incident of Commence-
ment Week, conferred the degree of LL. D. upon Chief Justice Waite and 
Senator Thurman, both, as is well known, of this state; also the degree of Ph. 
D. upon Superintendent Peaslee, of the Cincinnati public schools, and Pruf. 
H. A. Weber, of the Illinois Industrial University. Prof. Joseph R. Smith 
was ·elected Librarian of the University, and Miss S. Glove~ Assistant.' The 
Mining and Metallurgical department has been assiglled to Prof. John E. 
Church, at $1,200 a year; and a department of history and pbilosophy es-
tablished, with Prof. John T. Short in charge, at $1,500. To effect these, and 
professedly as a measure of economy, the services of Frof, N. E. Lord are to 
be dispensed with hereafter. 
An effort is to be made to revive Miami University, by the aid of a State 
subsidy. At the late meeting of the Board of Directors, a committee was ap-
pointed to present'the matter to the Legislature. 
The salary of the assistant superintendent in Columbus has been rai~ed 'zoo I 
making a total for him of $2,200. 
Mr. W. Dennis has resigned the principalship of the Lancaster high school, 
and E. Burgess, of Mount Perry, has been appointed to the place. 
M. Woodford has been engaged as principal of the Warren high school, 
and Mrs. WooMord, his wife, as assistant, with united salaries of ,1,200. 
Mr.\ Herbert .Spenser retires from the charge of the Aurora high school, 
and is succeeded by Mr. Newington, a late graduate of Hiram College. 
Prof. Dennis, of Richmond, Indiana, is the new president of the college at 
Wilmington. 
Mr. Mitchell, for several years at the head of the schools in Butler, Mon-
roe county, takes the Maineville high school next year. 
Thos. A. Pollock, late superintendent at Camden, takes a similar positipn 
at Miamisburg, at a salary of ,1,000. 
Supt. Joseph Welty, of New Philadelphia, has filled his place the last twen-
ty years, and has again been «Elected. . 
The Ashtabula County Teachers' Association will this year have a training-, 
school of four weeks' duration, with replar lessons and recitations, inslea,!l of 
the ordinary i~titute. It will begin July IS, and be conducted principally 
by Profs. B'arr and Tuttle. There are 267 teachers in old Ashtabula, and the 
school ought to be a grand success. 
The two school-districts of East Conneaut have been reunited, and a large 
new school.house will be efected about the cent~r of the new district, to be 
ready for the wrinter term. . 
Nearly all the old teachers are' reelected in Coshocton. E. E. Henry, su-
perintendent; Mr. S. B. Beebe, of the State University, A Grammar; Miss 
Knight, Misses Strauss, Raymer, Klossen, Elliott, Weisser, Madden, and 
Cantwell, and Mr. Long, assistants. Six pupils gradua!ed at last commence-
ment-the first class. 
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INDIANA.-Tnt Indiana Association 0/ Counly School Suptrinltndtnls 
met at the high school 'in Indianapolis, Thursday mo>rnillg, June 26. The at· 
tendance was quite large, fully one· hair of the superintendents of the state 
being present the first half day. The reccnt eleclions by the county boards ' 
resulted in the appointment of thirty new men, a few of whom were 
present. A paper was read by Supt. Clancey, of Delaware county, on "How 
can we' commend our work to the people?" The special work and responsi. 
bility of all who have official relations l'o the schools was analyzed and dis· 
cusse~. The State Superintendent commends his work by thorough organi. 
?.ation of the department, by securing efficient and harmonious counsels in the 
' State Board of Education, and by visitation anA lecturing upon educational 
topics in all parts of the state. The county superint~ndent coullnends his 
work by thorough and impartial examinations, by' fearless exc\utioll of all un · ' 
wortby aspirant!; for positio'L' in the scbools, and by systematic visiiatio.i and 
judicious work and advice in schools and institutes. The school trustee com· 
mends his, work by careful and conscientious selection of teachers, and the 
teacher commends his work by diligence in his business, by thorough prep· 
aration for his work, and by the good practical results of bis .teachings,for 
J whiph the people have a right to look and which they expect and appreciate 
far more than refinements of methods. The preparation of school exhibits 
for county and state fairs wa., . urged a., a means of placing the results of 
school work before the public in a form easy to understand . The use of 
apparatus in teaching wa, mentioned a., an important and much neglected 
means of instruction even in schools where a liberal provision of appasatus 
had been made. Teachers, county superintendents and trustees should pre· 
pase and publish reports fro}ll time to lime in the local papers, and thus in· 
form citizens what ~he schools are 40ing. A mod~1 report of J. H. Mont-
gomery, of Delaware county, was ·giyen.. Mr. Montgomery had .augbt four 
or. Jive years ill the same town, and WM al)le toLreport how many had attend · 
ed schQol during that 'time, and how .lung each had been i,. altellllnnee,lhe 
numb.er of deatbg, .marri.;ge~. ,,:nd removals, and many otb: r item, "f 
great interest to the peop~e and value to the statistician. Superinlendents were 
counslol~d to be cbe~rful. and hopeful, nllt to grumble Or critici'e harshly the 
public or the schools; ~o loo.k on the bright side, to Cu mentl Ihe good and 
unohtru, ivel1 to correct that.wbich needed correction. ' 
Superintendent Tarbell; of Indianapolis, followed wilh aspeech, much in the 
Same line, on the relation of the teacher to the public. He.analyzed some of 
the causes wh ich have tended to obstruct the county superilllendency work. 
He assumed that the superintendenL, were right and were doing a needful 
work in an efficient manner, and yet there is a 'murmur among Ihe people and 
a b.eDloial panic at the meeting of every legislature, in regard to the c.mtinu · 
ance of this important factor of the school system. One cause is the want of 
appreciation of the value of education by parents and I he public at large. The 
root of this is deep sealed in human nature. No father considers his son at 
the age of sixteen equ~l to what he conceives himself to have been at Ihat 
age. No mOlher is willing t<r tru;t her daughter to do what she had no com. 
punctions or hesitation herself in doing in her youth. Hen.ce par~nts say the 
scqools are np better now than in our youth. All these new notions, meth. 
, Od8, Ilnd applinnces of the school room are a humbug and a delusion . Teach. 
en have been looked down upon by the smarter and more active men in other 
occupations and professions, and. it is partly their ow~ fault. - They should 
assert their m ,nhood. A teacher or a school officer sh'ould be a polilician, 
and he need not be afraid to have it known Ihat he is a <\emocrat, republican, 
greenbacker, or communist.. Let him .how that he i; . a man among men, 
o and he will obtain a mao's recognition, and be a recognized authority in 
school 'matters ; not from the school maiter's, or superintendent'S standpoint, 
merely, b~t from the standpoint of the p'lrent, the nusiness man, or ci.izen at 
large. Use !he press, the platform, and whatever other means politicians and 
men of ani-irs employ to impress their views upon the public. 
(Conctuded next week.) 
UTERARY AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS. 
-." S'''Jl1Iltr Vacation allnt Whilt Mou.niaim i. Ihe tille of , M r. W. H. 
U(c.,'lcy'~ Guide Book for his gr~nd excuroi'Ji1 frolll Detroit to the Sea. It 
i. wdl illustrated, containing 6 1 pages of descriptive m'lller, and a good sup. 
p\y of "dve~i.ement.. This excur.ian i. worthy of patronage, and those 
"OinK Eut should send at onc~ to Mr. Brearley, 65 ShelJ:.y . Irfet, D<lrolt, for 
information. ROlIl)d trip ticketa, $25, may be mad,e 200,1 f,!r 45 d~y •. 
-Another bcw'k, of more general interest, and one which should 'have re-
, ceived earlier notice, is Prof. O. R. Burchard's 7'wD Montns in Sur D pt. It 
is a record of the author's experiences and observations during two summer 
tours in Europe. It aims to' give a faitbful account of what will be most . 
likely to interest the traveler who goes for profit as well as pleasure. The 
slyle is simple and unadorned, and 'tbe narrative relates only just enough to 
salisfy the IIIlelligent reader. There is not .much poetry about it and it is the 
better for that, for "poetr)," here would be best styled gusn. Prof. Burcliard 
is one of the fdCUity of the Slate Normal School at Freedonia, N. Y., and is 
again preparing to conduct a select party 01 teachers and others through lhe 
mo; t interesling places of Europe during the months of July and August. The 
book will be sent free to all who expect to make the trip; to others the price 
is fifty cents. 
lOW A NORMAL INSTITUTES. 
County. Plaet. Ti", •. Wetks. Conductot·. 
Black Hawk. Waterloo. Aug. II. 3· J. S. George. 
Bremer. Waverly. Aug. 4. 4· 
Calhoun. Manson. Sep.29. :l. J. Wernli. 
Casso Atlantic. Aug. 4. 4· G. S. Wedgwood. 
Cerro Gordo. M"ason City: Aug. 25. 3· Miss L. Curtis. 
Clarke. Osceola. Aug. II. 3· R. F. Hood. 
Clinton. Clinton. July 14. 3· H. Sabin. 
Dallas. Adel. Aug. 18. 4· M. E. Phillips. 
Davis. Bloomfield. Aug·5· 3· 
Decatur. Leon. July 21. 4· Miss J. Kellogj{. 
Dubuque. Dubuque. Aug. II. 2)4. N. W . Boyes. 
FJoyd. Charles City. Aug. 18. 3· T . H . Smith. 
Franklin . Hamplon. Aug. 4. 3· 
Fremont. Sidney. July 28. 4· Miss A. William •. 
Greene. Jefferson. July 28. 4· H. A. Turrill. 
Hancoc k. liarner. Aug. 25. 4· W. F. Barcf'ay. 
Harris 'lil. Magnolia. July 7. 2. 
JaCkson. Maqu)ke.a. Aug. 18. 2. H. L. Bo!twood. 
Ja.per. Newton. July 28. 4· E. Baker. 
Johnson. Iowa City. AuJ.{. II. 3· A. A. Guth~ie. 
Junes. Wyoming. Aug. II. 2. 
Louisa. Wapello. July 14· 4 ,0 . Helm.clt· 
Lucas. ·Cnari ,on. July 28. ' 4· L. M. Hastings. 
Madison. Winterset. Aug. II . 4· C. C. Cory. 
M:uivtl . Knoxville. Aug. II. 2. S. J. Buck. 
Mar:-ha ll. Marshalltown. Aug. II. 3· C. P. Rogers. 
Monoll.1. Onawa. Aug. II. 2. H. Sabin. 
Monroe:. Albia. Aug. 4. 4 · A. J. Casaday. 
O'Brien. Primghar. Oct. I. 
Page. Clarinda. Aug. 4. 4· E. Miller. 
Polk. DesMoines. · July 14. 3 · L. T. Weld. 
-F"r a finished musical educalion,.1o) such opportunities are atl ,rded else· 
where as those offered by the N<w England Conservatory at Music Hall, Bo.· 
ton. Its advantages for musical and lil~rary culture are of the highest order, 
as ilS 20,000 past pupils willte·tify, and those seeking such are invited to read 
the announcement in another column. 
QUE!'>TIONS AND ANSWERS. 
To Int Edilors 0/ Iht W"Nly : 
In answer to S. C. B,'s question in WEEKLV N". 121 
Vick calls the dew.plant-"Mesemhryanlhemum Iril'ol"r." 
BELLEVILLE, June 24, 1879. 
To Iht Edilo;s 0/ Int Wule!y : 
will state that 
H .. M.K . 
The flower for which S. C. B. enquires is MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CRYSl'AL-
LlNUM. Page 157, Gray's School and Field Book. 
Respectfully, . 
VIRGINIA L. SCOTT. 
To Int Edilors or II" Wule'y: 
--
Are the majonty of good teacher; agreed that it is unnecessary to require' 
pupils to . pronounce each syllable, as soon a' spelled, when spelling orally? 
If so, please give some of the reasons, alld oblige, 
ANXlETY. 
Answtr-They are. It is to save time. 
To int Editors of Int Wukly: 
Will you please answer through the WEEK,LY Ihe following: . 
In naming tbe pag~ 9f a book, wbich wuuld be proper to say, page twenty-
nine or-page h,'eoly.ninth? - Respecifully, 
Answer: Page iwenty nine. 
M. M. ELLIOTT. 
